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1) Why measure anisotropic flow?

2) How do we measure flow? 

3) Current results on anisotropic flow and (my) 
interpretation
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Content (lecture 1-3)



What happens when you heat and compress matter 
to very high temperatures and densities?
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Based on Krishna Rajagopal and Frank Wilczek: Handbook of QCD
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Electroweak phase 
transition

QCD phase transition

100,000 x Tcore sun

Non perturbative!



rough estimate: EoS and degrees of 
freedom

➡ energy density of g massless degrees 
of freedom

➡ hadronic matter dominated by lightest 
mesons (π+, π-, and π0)

➡ deconfined matter, quarks and gluons

➡ during phase transition large increase 
in degrees of freedom !
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rough estimate: QCD phase 
transition temperature

• confinement due to bag pressure B (from the QCD vacuum)

• B1/4~ 200 MeV

• deconfinement when thermal pressure is larger than bag pressure
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crude estimate!



QCD on the Latice
T ~ 190 MeV,  ε ~ 1 GeV/fm3

at the critical temperature a 
strong increase in the 
degrees of freedom

✓ gluons, quarks & color!

not an ideal gas!?

✓ residual interactions

at the phase transition dp/dε 
decreases rapidlyp =

1
3
� = g

π2

90
T 4

gH ≈ 3 gQGP ≈ 37

g = 2spin × 8gluons +
7
8
× 2flavors × 2qq̄ × 2spin × 3color
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Experiment?

study phase transition in 
controlled lab conditions 
by colliding heavy-ions
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Event Characterization
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Impact Parameter

• impact parameter b

• perpendicular to beam 
direction

• connects centers of the 
colliding ions

slope:

 2π dσ/dN

b
2R
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Centrality Determination (I)

spectators

participants

b
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centrality characterized by:
1. Npart, Nwounded: number of nucleons which suffered at 

least one inelastic nucleon-nucleon collision
2. Ncoll, Nbin: number of inelastic nucleon-nucleon collisions
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✓ nuclear density from Wood-
Saxon distribution

✓ nucleons travel on straight lines, 
no deflection after NN collision

✓ NN collision cross section from 
measured inelastic cross section 
in p+p

✓ NN cross section remains 
constant independent of how 
many collisions a nucleon 
suffered 

Nucleus A R a

Au 197 6.38 0.535

Pb 208 6.68 0.546

√S (GeV) σin,pp (mb)

20 32

200 42

2700 ~64

Glauber Model Calculations 
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wounded nucleon scaling

binary scaling

number of participating nucleons scales 
with volume ~ 2A

A

L~A1/3

number of NN collisions, point like, scales 
with ~ A4/3

Wounded nucleons and binary collisions
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Centrality determination (II)
Zero-Degree-Calorimeter 
(ZDC) measures energy 
of all spectator nucleons

spectatorsFixed target

Collider
Zero-Degree-Calorimeter 
(ZDC) measures energy 
of all unbound spectator 
nucleons

➡charged fragments (p, d, 
and heavier) are 
deflected by accelerator 
magnets

➡EZDC small for very 
central and very 
peripheral collisions, 
ambiguous
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✓ peripheral collisions, 
largest fraction cross 
section

✓ many spectators

✓ “few” particles produced

Peripheral Event
From real-time Level 3 display

b

Centrality determination (III)
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Centrality determination (IV)

✓ impact parameter b = 0

✓ central collisions, small cross 
section

✓ no spectators

✓ many particles produced

Central Event
From real-time Level 3 display
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Centrality determination (ALICE)

✓Determines the magnitude of the 
impact parameter

%σtot <Npart> <b>

0-5 386 2.48

20-30 177 7.85

60-70 25 12.66
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The Reaction Plane

E d
3N
d3p

=
d3N

ptdptdyd(φ − ΨR )

x, b

y
z

determine the angle of the reaction plane ψR

y

x

R



Collective Flow
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hadron transport

hydrodynamics
parton transport

pQCD

CGC?



different observables
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jetsJ/ψγ e πp

hadron transport

hydrodynamics
parton transport

pQCD

CGC?



Velocity of Sound
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the magnitude of the collective motion is proportional to 
the velocity  of sound
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Collective Motion
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  only type of transverse flow in central 
collision (b=0) is radial flow Integrates 
pressure history over complete 
expansion phase

  elliptic flow (v2) , v4 , v6, … caused by 
anisotropic initial overlap region (b > 0) 
more weight towards early stage of 
expansion

  directed flow (v1) , sensitive to earliest 
collision stage (b > 0), pre-equilibrium at 
forward rapidity, at midrapidity perhaps 
different origin



Collective Motion

in p-p at low transverse 
momenta the particle 
yields are well described 
by thermal spectra (mT 
scaling)

boosted thermal spectra 
give a very good 
description of the particle 
distributions measured in 
heavy-ion collisions

mT

1/
m

T 
dN

/d
m

T light

heavyT

purely thermal
source

explosive
source

T,β

mT

1/
m

T 
dN

/d
m

T light

heavy

mT =
�

(m2 + p2
t )

dN

mT dmT
∝ e−mT /T
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Elliptic Flow

Animation: Mike Lisa

b
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Elliptic Flow

Animation: Mike Lisa

b

ε =
�y2 − x2�
�y2 + x2�
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Elliptic Flow

1) superposition of independent p+p:
Animation: Mike Lisa
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�y2 + x2�
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Elliptic Flow
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Elliptic Flow

1) superposition of independent p+p:
momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

Animation: Mike Lisa

b

ε =
�y2 − x2�
�y2 + x2�
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Elliptic Flow

1) superposition of independent p+p:

2) evolution as a bulk system

momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

b

ε =
�y2 − x2�
�y2 + x2�
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Elliptic Flow

1) superposition of independent p+p:

2) evolution as a bulk system

momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

high
density / pressure

at center

“zero” pressure
in surrounding vacuum

b

ε =
�y2 − x2�
�y2 + x2�
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Elliptic Flow

1) superposition of independent p+p:

2) evolution as a bulk system

momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

high
density / pressure

at center

“zero” pressure
in surrounding vacuum

pressure gradients (larger in-plane) 
push bulk “out” à “flow”
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Elliptic Flow

1) superposition of independent p+p:

2) evolution as a bulk system

momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

high
density / pressure

at center

“zero” pressure
in surrounding vacuum

pressure gradients (larger in-plane) 
push bulk “out” à “flow”

more, faster particles 
seen in-plane
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Elliptic Flow
1) superposition of independent p+p:

momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

N

φ-ΨRP (rad)
0 π/2 ππ/4 3π/4
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Elliptic Flow
1) superposition of independent p+p:

momenta pointed at random
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N
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v2 = �cos 2(φ − ΨR)� = 0
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Elliptic Flow
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Elliptic Flow
1) superposition of independent p+p:

2) evolution as a bulk system

momenta pointed at random
relative to reaction plane

pressure gradients (larger in-plane) 
push bulk “out” à “flow”
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• in non central collisions coordinate 
space configuration is anisotropic 
(almond shape). However, initial 
momentum distribution isotropic 
(spherically symmetric)

• interactions among constituents 
generate a pressure gradient which 
transforms the initial coordinate space 
anisotropy into the observed 
momentum space anisotropy → 
anisotropic flow

• self-quenching → sensitive to early 
stage

ε =
�y2 − x2�
�y2 + x2�

v2 = �cos 2φ�

Elliptic Flow
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STAR Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 402–407 (2001)
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Flow at RHIC
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v2(pt) and particle mass

• on what freeze-out variables does it depend 
(simplification)?

• the average velocity difference in and out of plane 
(due to Δp)

• but also

• the average freeze-out temperature

• the average transverse flow

• the average spatial eccentricity 
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Hydro Motivated Fit

STAR Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 182301 (2001)
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The effect of freeze-out temperature and 
radial flow on v2

• light particle v2(pt) very sensitive to temperature

• heavier particles v2(pt) more sensitive to transverse flow 

F. Retiere and M
.A. Lisa, Phys.R

ev.C
70:044907,2004 

ρ0=0.9, ρ2 =0.05
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The effect of the azimuthal asymmetric 
flow velocity and shape

• larger value of the difference in collective velocity in and out of the reaction 
plane leads to larger slope of v2(pt) above ~ <pt> of the particle

• larger spatial anisotropy leads to larger v2 with little mass dependence 
(transverse flow boosts more particles in the reaction plane)

T = 100 MeV, ρ0 =0.9
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the observed 
particles are  
characterized by a 
single freeze-out 
temperature and a 
common azimuthal 
dependent boost 
velocity
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boosted thermal spectra
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The EoS



RHIC Scientists Serve Up “Perfect” Liquid
New state of matter more remarkable than predicted -- 
raising many new questions
April 18, 2005
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November, 2005 Scientific American “The Illusion of Gravity” J. Maldacena 

A test of this prediction comes from 
the Relativistic  Heavy Ion Collider 
(RHIC) at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, which has been colliding 
gold nuclei at very high energies. A 
preliminary analysis of these 
experiments indicates the collisions 
are creating a fluid with very low 
viscosity. Even though Son and his 
co-workers studied a simplified 
version of chromodynamics, they 
seem to have come up with a 
property that is shared by the real 
world. Does this mean that RHIC is 
creating small five-dimensional black 
holes? It is really too early to tell, 
both experimentally and theoretically. 

AdS/CFT
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AdS/CFT
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Kovtun, Son, Starinets, PRL 94 (2005) 111601
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parton energy loss

y

x

R

v2 = �cos 2(φ − ΨR)� M. Gyulassy, I. Vitev and X.N. Wang 
PRL 86 (2001) 2537

R.S,  A.M. Poskanzer, S.A. Voloshin, 
nucl-ex/9904003
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parton energy loss

y

x

R

v2 = �cos 2(φ − ΨR)� Yuting Bai, Nikhef PhD thesis

strong path length dependence observed!
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highlights at RHIC
M. Roirdan and W. Zajc, Scientific American 34A May (2006)  
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Summary

• event anisotropy is a powerful tool

• provides access to equation of state of hot and 
dense matter

• provides access to transport properties like 
viscosity and parton energy loss 
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the event plane method

multi-particle correlations and cumulants

Lee Yang Zeroes

fitting Q distribution

43

How to measure flow?



Anisotropic Flow

44

x, b

y
z

S. Voloshin and Y. Zhang (1996)

harmonics vn quantify anisotropic flow

Azimuthal distributions of particles measured 
with respect to the reaction plane (spanned 
by impact parameter vector and beam axis) 
are not isotropic.



The Event Plane 
Method
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Event Plane Method
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the event plane is an experimental estimate of the reaction plane

Qnx =
�

i

wi cos (nφi)

Qny =
�

i

wi sin (nφi)

ΨEP
n =

1
n

tan−1

�
Qny

Qnx

�



Event Plane Method
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weights to optimize the Q-vector

weights are in general pt dependent

Qnx =
�

i

wi cos (nφi)

Qny =
�

i

wi sin (nφi)



Event Plane Method
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weights to optimize the Q-vector

weights are in general η dependent (in 
magnitude and for odd harmonics in sign)



Event Plane Method
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weights to correct for detector asymmetries

requires two passes over the data

52 Flow Analysis in ALICE
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Figure 3.2. (a) dN/d! distribution of (from top): all generated particles (MC input), recon-
structed tracks and reconstructed primary particles in the ESD passing the minimal event
plane cuts (see sec.5.3.2), and all reconstructed secondaries in the ESD. The distribution of
reconstructed tracks shows the 18 sectors of the TPC. (b) Efficiency correction (! weights)
calculated with eq.3.16, for all reconstructed tracks passing the minimal cuts, and for re-
constructed primaries. Plot generated from the all simulated Hijing + GeVSim events (see
chapter 5 for the simulation details).

The overall dN/d! distribution of fig.3.2(a) clearly shows the radial segmen-
tation of the ALICE TPC. The dips in the distribution of reconstructed primaries
correspond to the azimuthal coordinate of the cracks between the 18 sensitive pads
on the outer walls of the TPC (see sec.2.1.2). The distribution of secondaries shows
a double peak in correspondence of each dip, due to the amount of particles pro-
duced in the 18 iron bars of field degrader, located between each sensitive pad at the
innermost radius of the TPC.

This azimuthal anisotropy in the reconstruction efficiency may introduce a spu-
rious 18th harmonic component to the observed particle distribution, biasing the
direction of the reconstructed reaction plane. To correct for this effect we assume
that the cumulative ! distribution from a large sample of events is flat in an ideal
detector, this is generally true due to the random orientation of the impact parameter
of the collision with respect to the laboratory frame.

This ! dependence of the reconstruction efficiency can be corrected by intro-
ducing ! weights inversely proportional to the azimuthal efficiency of each ! bin in
the reconstructed dN/d! distribution. Each track i gets the weight w!i calculated
as:

w(!i) =
1

N!i

!
!Nbins

i N!i

Nbins
, (3.16)

where !i is the azimuthal angle at which the track i is emitted, andN!i is the discrete
bin in the histogram that contains !i. The obtained weights are then used, together
with the pT (or ") weights (see sec.3.2.3), in the calculation of #Qn.

The ! weights must be calculated specifically for the set of cuts in use, to take



• due to the finite number of detected particles there 
is a limited resolution in the event plane angle

• one can correct for that with subevents

resolution and subevents

50

vobs
n =

�
cos n

�
φi −ΨEP

n

��

vn =
vobs

n

�cos n (ΨEP
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��
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• when dominated by  
flow the event plane 
resolution scales with 
M1/2 x v2 (when not too 
close to 1) 

• gives very characteristic 
dependence on 
centrality

• nonflow will scale very 
different: the red line 
was first STAR estimate 
of nonflow

resolution and subevents

51

STAR, PRL 86, (2001) 402, Nucl. Phys. A698 (2002) 193



Scalar Product Method

52

• similar to event plane method

• un,i is the unit vector of the ith particle (which is excluded 
from the flow vector Qn)

• a and b denote flow vectors of two independent subevents

• only difference event plane methods is that it uses length of 
the Q-vector as a weight



Doing Better: Methods 
Using Multi-Particle 

Correlations

53



measure anisotropic flow

54

• since reaction plane cannot be measured event-by-event, 
consider quantities which do not depend on it’s orientation: 
multi-particle azimuthal correlations

• assuming that only correlations with the reaction plane are 
present

zero for symmetric detector when averaged over many events

�
ein(φ1−φ2)

�
=

�
einφ1

� �
e−inφ2

�
+

�
ein(φ1−φ2)

�

corr



intermezzo 
• why do we define the 

correlations like this:

• easy to relate to vn

• vanishes for independent 
particles

• do not depend on frame Φ 
+ α (shifting all particles by 
fixed angle) gives same 
answer for the correlation

55

�
�x�particles in single event

�

over events



nonflow

56

• however, there are other sources of correlations between 
the particles which are not related to the reaction plane 
which break the factorization, lets call those δ2 for two 
particle correlations

v2 > 0, v2{2} > 0 v2 = 0, v2{2} = 0 v2 = 0, v2{2} > 0

ψR



nonflow

57

• therefore to reliably measure flow:

• not easily satisfied: M=200 vn >> 0.07

particle 1 coming from the resonance. Out of 
remaining M-1 particles there is only one which is 
coming from the same resonance, particle 2. 
Hence a probability that out of M particles we will 
select two coming from the same resonance is ~ 
1/(M-1). From this we can draw a conclusion that 
for large multiplicity:

p1

p2



can we do better?

• use the fact that flow is a correlation between all 
particles: use multi-particle correlations

• not so clear if we gained something

58

+δ4



Can we do better?
• build cumulants with the multi-particle correlations

• for detectors with uniform acceptance 2nd and 4th 
cumulant are given by:

• got rid of two particle non-flow correlations!
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+δ4

+δ4

Ollitrault and Borghini



Can we do better?

60

• therefore to reliably measure flow:

Particle 1 coming from the mini-jet. To select particle 2 we can 
make a choice out of remaining M-1 particles; once particle 2 is 
selected we can select particle 3 out of remaining M-2 particles 
and finally we can select particle 4 out of remaining M-3 
particles. Hence the probability that we will select randomly 
four particles coming from the same resonance is 1/(M-1)(M-2)
(M-3). From this we can draw a conclusion that for large 
multiplicity:

p1

p2

p3 p4



Can we do better?
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• it is possible to extend this:

• for large k (or even M particle correlations e.g. Lee Yang 
Zeroes)

• as an example: M=200 vn >> 0.005 (more than order of 
magnitude better than two particle correlations)

• to reliably measure small flow in presence of other 
correlations one needs to use multi-particle correlations!



Calculate Correlations
(using nested loops)

62

• With M=1000, this approach already for 4-particle correlations gives 1.2 × 1012 operations 
per event!

• calculation of average 6-particle correlation requires roughly 1.4 × 1017 operations, and of 
average 8-particle correlation roughly 8.4 × 1021 operations per event

• clearly not the way to go

To evaluate average 2-particle correlation

in a nested loop # operations



Calculate Correlations
(using generating functions)

63

• used by STAR and recently also by PHENIX

• make a smart choice for a generating function which 
expanded in series gives multi-particle correlations as 
coefficients in that expansion

Borghini, Dinh and Ollitrault (2001)



Calculate Correlations
(using generating functions)
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• pros: 

• gives in the coupled equations all estimates vn{2}, vn{4}, vn

{6}, .... 

• much faster than nested loops

• correct for azimuthal asymmetries in one run over the data

• cons:

• series have to be cut of which introduces numerical errors

• extra parameter r0 (parameter controls numerical 
calculation) which has to be tuned for specific value of 
flow, multiplicity and number of events



try to get insight on 
general behavior of multi-
particle methods using a 

new set of cumulants
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Calculate Correlations
(using Q-cumulants)
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azimuthal two particle correlations:

definition of Q vector of harmonic n

can write two particle correlation in 
terms of Q vector of harmonic n

A. Bilandzic, RS, S. Voloshin (2011)



Calculate Correlations
(using Q-cumulants)
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as we saw before in case of only 
flow correlations

for zero flow, we have a random walk

and as we saw if there is no flow and 
only nonflow we get



Calculate Correlations
(using Q-cumulants)
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two particle correlations can be 
expressed in Q vectors

but also four particle correlations (and more)

with this it becomes trivial to make cumulants again

note the mixed harmonics



Calculate Correlations
(using Q-cumulants)

• pros Q-cumulants

• exact solutions, give same answer as nested loops

• one loop over data enough to calculate all multi-
particle correlations

• number of operations to get all multi-particle 
correlations up to 8th order is 4 x 2 x Multiplicity

• for multiplicities of ~ 1000 the number of 
operations is reduced by a factor 1018 !!
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nonflow example
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Example: input v2 = 0.05, M = 500, N = 5 × 106 and simulate nonflow by taking each particle twice

as expected only two particle methods are biased



Flow Fluctuations

• By using multi-particle correlations to estimate flow we are 
actually estimating the averages of various powers of flow

• But what we are after is:
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Both two and multi-particle correlations have an 
extra feature one has to keep in mind! 



Flow Fluctuations
• in general: take a random variable x with mean μx and 

spread σx . The the expectation value of some function of a 
random variable x, E[h(x)], is to leading order given by

• using this for the flow results: 

• remember cumulants are combinations of these quantities
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Flow Fluctuations
• flow estimates from cumulants can be written as:

• take the expression from previous slide and use:

• take up to order σ2, the surprisingly simple result is:
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Flow Fluctuations

• for σv << <v> this is a general result to order σ2
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Flow Fluctuations
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Gaussian fluctuation behave as predicted!

Example: input v2 = 0.05 +/- 0.005 (Gaussian), M = 500, N = 2 × 105



Flow Fluctuations
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uniform fluctuation behave as predicted!

Example: input v2 = [0.03 - 0.07] (uniform), M = 500, N = 2 × 105



Flow Fluctuations
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Gaussian fluctuation behave as predicted also for Lee Yang 
Zeroes and fitting Q distribution (more on that later)

Example: input v2 = 0.05 +/- 0.02 (Gausian), M = 500, N = 1 × 106



Flow Fluctuations
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with higher statistics uniform fluctuations indeed 
show sensitivity to details fluctuations!

Example: input v2 = [0.04 - 0.06] (uniform), M = 500, N = 1 × 107



Flow Fluctuations
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for large fluctuations (σ~ v) cumulants start to have difficult time

Example: input v2 = [0. - 0.06] (uniform), M = 500, N = 1 × 105

{MC}2v {SP}2v {2,GFC}
2v {2,QC}

2v {4,GFC}
2v {4,QC}

2v {6,GFC}
2v {6,QC}

2v {8,GFC}
2v {8,QC}

2v {FQD}2v {LYZ,sum}
2v {LYZ,prod}

2v {LYZEP}
2v

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035
Average Multiplicity

and
Number of Events:

MC ........ M = 500, N = 100000

SP ........ M = 500, N = 100000

GFC ....... M = 500, N = 100000

 ..... M = 500, N = 100000QC{2}

 ..... M = 500, N = 100000QC{4}

 ..... M = 500, N = 100000QC{6}

 ..... M = 500, N = 100000QC{8}

FQD ....... M = 500, N = 100000

 .. M = 500, N = 100000LYZ{sum}

 . M = 500, N = 100000LYZ{prod}

LYZEP ..... M = 0, N = 0



non-uniform acceptance
• To correct for the bias on the correlations from a non uniform detector 

various techniques have been developed over the years

• Initially for analysis (e.g. using the reaction plane method) approaches 
such as  flattening, re-centering, etc were developed

• they required a second run over the data (bad idea nowadays)

• some have problems with gaps in the acceptance

• For generating function cumulants JYO et al proposed evaluating the 
generating function along several fixed directions in the laboratory 
frame

• works rather well and can be done without extra run over data

• For Q-cumulants we calculate the bias explicitly 

• works to high precision and can be done without extra run over data
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recap ϕ-weights
• first perform a run over the data to get the azimuthal 

distribution in the laboratory (with the cuts on the tracks 
which one uses in the analysis!)

• this should be flat for a good detector

• use in the second run the inverse of the distribution as a 
weight for constructing the weights
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limitations: needs second run and cannot handle 
big gaps in the detector!



Non-uniform Acceptance
• remember when we started the derivation for the 

multi-particle correlations we removed the terms 
which are zero for a perfect detector

• now we gonna keep track of them
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zero for symmetric detector
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Non-uniform Acceptance
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for the real part

The yellow terms correct for non-uniform acceptance



Non-uniform Acceptance
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when using ϕ-weight is possible

azimuthal distribution in 
the lab frame ϕ-weights



Non-uniform Acceptance
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For 2nd order both corrections work (and agree)!

when using ϕ-weight is possible



Non-uniform Acceptance
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For 4th order both corrections work (and agree)!

when using ϕ-weight is possible



Non-uniform Acceptance
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corrections are sizable, but work!

when using ϕ-weight is possible



Non-uniform Acceptance
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sizable gaps, can be closed by rebinning but 
then you have really large bins

when using ϕ-weight is not possible



Non-uniform Acceptance
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SP and FQD are off the plot. {QC,2} and {QC,4} are in agreement 
with the Monte Carlo. The projection on fixed angles (GFC and LYZ) 

do a good job (but not as good as the full correction) 

when using ϕ-weight is not possible



Statistical Uncertainty
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for small values of the two particle correlation the 
statistical uncertainty on vn is large, need lots of events

for large values of the two particle correlation the 
statistical uncertainty on vn is suppressed due to the  

large vn itself

σ�vn� =
1√

Nevts

σ�2�

2
�
��2��

�vn� = ��2��1/2



Statistical Uncertainty
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in the regime of sizable flow these multi particle 
estimates are a precision method!

Therminator “realistic” LHC events (<M>=2000 and N = 2000 ) 



Precision Method
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only 2000 events!



Precision Method
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only 2000 events!



Subdominant Harmonics 
• can we extract small va if vb is large?  
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Example: input v2 = 0.05  and v4 = 0.10, M = 500, N = 1 × 106

FQD and LYZ sum are biased (LYZ product corrects for this)



Subdominant Harmonics 
• can we extract small va if vb is large?  
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Example: input v1 = 0.25, v2 = 0.025  and v4 = 0.25, M = 500, N = 2 × 106

Cumulants do a very good job! 



Summary Methods
• all methods behave differently (not a bad thing!)

• two particle methods (including event plane method) are very 
sensitive to nonflow

• all methods are effected by event-by-event fluctuations of the 
flow

• but for most cases this happens in a controlled way (although 
we can not disentangle nonflow and fluctuations yet)

• being able to correct for detector effects is important and the 
best correction is done in one pass over the data

• when other harmonics are sizable (certainly when they 
dominate) one should be careful with some methods
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recap first two lectures

best estimate of the flow (conservative) 

explain fluctuations, participant plane

best estimate of the flow (more assumptions) 

current viscous results and interpretation

predictions and first measurements for the LHC
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Current Results


